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                 Eighth Annual Cougar Invitational - 4/21/2007                 
                              Cougar Invitational                              
                      Mooberry Track, Pullman, Washington                      
                                    Results                                    
	  LEGENDS:	  
$=	  NCAA	  Regional	  Qualifying	  mark
+=	  Meet	  record
Women 100 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 11.75                                                          
 Meet Record: + 11.66  2001        Angela Whyte, Idaho                         
                       A. Higgins, Mucker, T. Brown, F. Green            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Hinton, Jessica              Seattle Pacific          12.70  +0.0  3 
  2 Garcia, Meagan               Idaho                    12.72  +0.0  3 
  3 Hill, Stephanie              Spokane CC               12.90  +0.0  3 
  4 Henderson, Mallory           Montana                  12.91  +0.0  3 
  5 Hood, Britany                Central Washingt         13.00   1.2  2 
  6 Gillespie, Kasie             Eastern Oregon           13.15  +0.0  3 
  7 Berberick, Kim               Northwest Nazare         13.20   1.2  2 
  8 Nygard, Kara                 Central Washingt         13.22   1.2  2 
  9 Schutte, Nicki               Northwest Nazare         13.23  +0.0  3 
 10 Phillips, Elizabeth          Spokane CC               13.23   1.2  2 
 11 Mallory, Ren                 Spokane CC               13.24   1.2  2 
 12 Brediger, Christa            Northwest Nazare         13.48   1.2  2 
 13 Couvelier, Elsa              Western Washingt         13.53   1.5  1 
 14 Ontko, Erin                  Eastern Oregon           13.85   1.5  1 
 15 Neumann, Lydia               Treasure Valley          13.88   1.5  1 
 16 Howard, Kelly                Treasure Valley          14.04   1.5  1 
 17 Paul-Bowdin, Tenley          Eastern Oregon           14.09   1.5  1 
 18 Cox, Lindsey                 Western Washingt         14.45   1.5  1 
 
Women 200 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 23.96                                                          
 Meet Record: + 23.91  2001        Erin Reed, WSU                              
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Probasco-Canda, Brandi       Washington St.           25.05  +0.0  3 
  2 Hinton, Jessica              Seattle Pacific          25.61  +0.0  3 
  3 Newman, Jeanne               Washington St.           25.70  +0.0  3 
  4 Galaviz, Selena              Washington St.           25.96  +0.0  3 
  5 Garcia, Meagan               Idaho                    26.00   0.8  2 
  6 Rey, AshLee                  Idaho                    26.13  +0.0  3 
  7 Clark, Erin                  Montana                  26.23  +0.0  3 
  8 Walters, Anna                Seattle Pacific          26.49   0.8  2 
  9 Patten, Stefani              Idaho                    26.49  +0.0  3 
 10 Schutte, Nicki               Northwest Nazare         26.52   0.8  2 
 11 Hood, Britany                Central Washingt         27.16   0.8  2 
 12 Steiner, Kristen             Montana                  27.59  +0.0  3 
 13 Brediger, Christa            Northwest Nazare         27.59  +0.0  1 
 14 Berberick, Kim               Northwest Nazare         27.61   0.8  2 
 15 Couvelier, Elsa              Western Washingt         27.89  +0.0  1 
 16 Campbell, Katie              Northwest U.             28.09   0.8  2 
 17 Neumann, Lydia               Treasure Valley          28.31  +0.0  1 
 18 Ontko, Erin                  Eastern Oregon           28.40  +0.0  1 
 19 Denniston, CyCy              Unattached               29.13   0.8  2 
 20 McCall, Amie                 Treasure Valley          34.51  +0.0  1 
 Women 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 54.61                                                          
 Meet Record: + 54.94  2005        Terran legard, Unattached                   
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Probasco-Canda, Brandi       Washington St.           56.01   3 
  2 Porter-Red, La Shawnda       Washington St.           56.65   3 
  3 Hodges, Brittany             Idaho                    57.84   2 
  4 Galaviz, Selena              Washington St.           57.87   3 
  5 Rey, AshLee                  Idaho                    58.50   3 
  6 Clark, Erin                  Montana                  59.03   3 
  7 Radke, Stephanie             Montana                  59.19   3 
  8 Brady, Lindsay               Northwest Nazare         59.24   2 
  9 McClendon, Nicole            Washington St.           59.51   3 
 10 Brachmeier, Brook            Northwest Nazare         59.81   2 
 11 Reis, Danielle               Eastern Oregon           59.92   2 
 12 Walters, Anna                Seattle Pacific          59.94   2 
 13 Patten, Stefani              Idaho                    59.98   2 
 14 Murphy, Danielle             Eastern Oregon         1:00.39   1 
 15 Steiner, Kristen             Montana                1:01.62   2 
 16 Bendio, Kim                  Spokane CC             1:02.19   1 
 17 Harmon, Chelsee              Eastern Oregon         1:03.26   1 
 18 Gordillo, Luz                Treasure Valley        1:03.44   1 
 
Women 800 Meter Run
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 2:09.80                                                        
 Meet Record: + 2:09.94  2000        Alishia Booterbaugh, WSU                  
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Trane, Sara                  Washington St.         2:13.03  
  2 Egami, Lisa                  Washington St.         2:14.77  
  3 Lisa, Anderberg              Seattle Pacific        2:18.42  
  4 DeMartini, Karen             Washington St.         2:20.43  
  5 Andrus, Brooke               Montana                2:20.63  
  6 Puga, Ashley                 Northwest Nazare       2:22.67  
  7 Sundvall, Jamie              Northwest Nazare       2:25.44  
  8 Bentley, Emmy                Gonzaga                2:25.44  
  9 Grover, Jennifer             St. Martin's           2:26.16  
 10 Baldwin, Alisha              Northwest U.           2:27.47  
 11 Dobos, Marika                Eastern Oregon         2:29.64  
 12 Durrance, Amy                Spokane CC             2:30.42  
 13 Nelson, Ali                  Western Washingt       2:31.58  
 14 Frederick, Jill              Spokane CC             2:31.80  
 15 Janssen, Kyle                Eastern Oregon         2:34.88  
 16 Josephson, Jenny             Western Washingt       2:35.33  
 17 Bates, Sara                  Eastern Oregon         2:36.21  
 -- Sandoval, Marisa             Washington St.             DNF  
 
Women 1500 Meter Run
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 4:27.80                                                        
 Meet Record: + 4:36.93  2001        Anna Blue, WSU                            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Puga, Ashley                 Northwest Nazare       4:37.72  
  2 Leonard, Meghan              Washington St.         4:40.35  
  3 Lawrence, Collier            Washington St.         4:46.72  
  4 Ramirez, Kelly               Washington St.         4:49.54  
  5 Strickler, Suzie             Seattle Pacific        4:50.66  
  6 VanDeBrake, Chelsea          Washington St.         4:53.80  
  7 Peterson, Kayle              Washington St.         4:59.60  
  8 Astle, Kyli                  Lewis-Clark            5:00.73  
  9 Bates, Sara                  Eastern Oregon         5:05.21  
 10 Williams, Rebecca            Unattached             5:07.22  
 11 Funk, Molly                  Gonzaga                5:10.75  
 12 Layton, Amy                  St. Martin's           5:13.39  
 13 Rutter, Taebrooke            Spokane CC             5:13.71  
 14 Durrance, Amy                Spokane CC             5:13.79  
 15 Young, Jennifer              Northwest Nazare       5:27.63  
 16 Signer, Caroline             Spokane CC             5:34.87  
 17 Kathriner, Amber             Treasure Valley        5:43.03  
 18 Carlson, Shawna              Idaho                  5:46.33  
 19 VanKomen, Kelsie             Treasure Valley        6:08.19  
 -- Sandoval, Marisa             Washington St.             DNF  
 
Women 3000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
 Meet Record: + 10:26.00  2006        Ashley Puga, NW Nazarene                 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Johnson, Shannon             Montana               10:26.15  
  2 Bosch, Marcella              Eastern Oregon        10:28.15  
  3 Tritz, Kim                   Montana               10:37.56  
  4 Harline, Kate                Seattle Pacific       10:43.53  
  5 Palm-Loevslett, Katja        Lewis-Clark           10:47.87  
  6 Calaway, Kaci                Montana               10:58.41  
  7 Jensen, Jenny                Lewis-Clark           11:04.12  
  8 Slaughter, Danielle          Western Washingt      11:07.62  
  9 Williams, McKinley           Western Washingt      11:10.09  
 10 Perkins, Emily               Lewis-Clark           11:13.53  
 11 Szybura, Lindsay             Lewis-Clark           11:15.33  
 12 Cronrath, Kysa               Seattle Pacific       11:17.10  
 13 Harshman, Marissa            Western Washingt      11:27.51  
 14 Clapp, Katie                 Eastern Oregon        11:30.14  
 15 Matthews, Valerie            Western Washingt      11:30.48  
 16 Mosich, Emily                Western Washingt      11:41.49  
 17 Jensen, Shellane             Western Washingt      11:47.59  
 18 Dilts, Jenne                 Gonzaga               12:07.98  
 19 Dobson, Martha               Gonzaga               12:14.12  
 20 Hansen, Lili                 Gonzaga               12:24.67  
 21 Kathriner, Amber             Treasure Valley       12:29.74  
 22 Schaufler, Abby              Northwest U.          12:58.17  
 23 Gillman, Amanda              Gonzaga               13:13.91  
 24 VanKomen, Kelsie             Treasure Valley       13:23.29  
 
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
===============================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 13.92                                                          
 Meet Record: + 13.58  2001        Agneta Rosenblad, WSU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Pickler, Julie               Washington St.           14.03   2.7  1 
  2 Bergland, Heather            Idaho                    14.31   1.7  2 
  3 Gordon, Christie             Idaho                    14.33   1.7  2 
  4 Flynn, Angelica              Washington St.           14.39   1.7  2 
  5 Collins, Darcy               Idaho                    14.63   1.7  2 
  6 Burt, Molly                  Idaho                    14.90   1.7  2 
  7 Linford, Jessa               Montana                  15.56   1.7  2 
  8 Harmon, Chelsee              Eastern Oregon           16.50   2.7  1 
  8 Goodman, Lindsay             Idaho                    16.50   2.7  1 
 10 Weissert, Cayla              Eastern Oregon           17.03   2.7  1 
 11 Fewkes, Shere                Treasure Valley          17.33   2.7  1 
 12 Usabel, MJ                   Northwest Nazare         17.56   2.7  1 
 13 Peoples, Sarah               Northwest U.             18.77   2.7  1 
 14 Axtell, April                Spokane CC               19.10   2.7  1 
 
Women 400 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 1:00.82                                                        
 Meet Record: +   58.49  2004        Ellannee Richardson, Unattached           
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 King, Lorraine               Washington St.         1:03.96  
  2 Bergland, Heather            Idaho                  1:08.13  
  3 Baker, Leslie                Spokane CC             1:09.18  
  4 Spear, Alysha                Western Washingt       1:09.67  
  5 Nygard, Kara                 Central Washingt       1:10.59  
  6 Druktenis, Stephanie         Central Washingt       1:10.78  
  7 Seibert, Danielle            Western Washingt       1:10.92  
  8 Fewkes, Shere                Treasure Valley        1:14.38  
 
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 10:50.25                                                       
 Meet Record: + 10:44.41  2002        Letiwe Marakurwa, Unattached             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Agee, Larsen                 Spokane CC            12:11.00  
  2 Clayton, Laura               Eastern Oregon        12:14.25  
  3 Colberg, Dominique           Montana               12:19.74  
  4 Fredrickson, Leigh           Montana               12:29.09  
  5 Eckstein, Christine          Spokane CC            13:01.29  
  6 Frazier, Emily               Spokane CC            13:26.87  
  7 Robinson, Tara               Northwest Nazare      14:37.46  
 
Women 4x100 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 45.70                                                          
 Meet Record: + 45.38  2001        WSU, WSU                                    
                       Rosenblad, Reed, Skinner, Richardson              
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Washington St.                                        45.47$ 
     1) Griffey, Princess Joy           2) Porter-Red, La Shawnda         
     3) Pickler, Diana                  4) Pickler, Julie                 
  2 Idaho                                                 48.00  
     1) Goodman, Lindsay                2) Garcia, Meagan                 
     3) Bergland, Heather               4) Patten, Stefani                
  3 Eastern Oregon                                        49.94  
     1) Reis, Danielle                  2) DeBoot, Grace                  
     3) Gillespie, Kasie                4) Murphy, Danielle               
  4 Spokane CC                                            51.94  
     1) Hill, Stephanie                 2) Baker, Leslie                  
     3) Bendio, Kim                     4) Mallory, Ren                   
  5 Treasure Valley CC                                    52.64  
     1) Neumann, Lydia                  2) Gordillo, Luz                  
     3) Howard, Kelly                   4) Fewkes, Shere                  
 
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 3:42.00                                                        
 Meet Record: + 3:47.81  2000        Nipp, DaSilva, Dalla, Korus, Idaho        
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Washington St.                                      3:58.92  
     1) Galaviz, Selena                 2) Griffey, Princess Joy          
     3) McClendon, Nicole               4) Newman, Jeanne                 
  2 Eastern Oregon                                      4:00.61  
     1) Reis, Danielle                  2) DeBoot, Grace                  
     3) Gillespie, Kasie                4) Murphy, Danielle               
  3 Seattle Pacific                                     4:02.12  
     1) Walters, Anna                   2) Hinton, Jessica                
     3) Lisa, Anderberg                 4) Strickler, Suzie               
  4 Northwest Nazarene                                  4:02.62  
     1) Brachmeier, Brook               2) Sundvall, Jamie                
     3) Brady, Lindsay                  4) Puga, Ashley                   
  5 Washington St.  'B'                                x4:05.31  
     1) Egami, Lisa                     2) Leonard, Meghan                
     3) DeMartini, Karen                4) Trane, Sara                    
  6 Treasure Valley CC                                  4:17.66  
     1) Neumann, Lydia                  2) Howard, Kelly                  
     3) Gordillo, Luz                   4) Fewkes, Shere                  
  7 Western Washington                                  4:21.63  
     1) Seibert, Danielle               2) Spear, Alysha                  




 NCAA Region: $ 1.75m                                                          
 Meet Record: + 1.78m  2005        Tassie Souhrada, Idaho                      
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Pickler, Julie               Washington St.           1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 
        P    P    P    O    P    O  XXX 
  2 Hanson, McKinnon             Washington St.           1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX 
  3 Chadez, Breeana              Idaho                   J1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 
        P    P    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  4 Peterson, Emily              Northwest Nazare        J1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 
        P    P    O   XO  XXO  XXX 
  5 Linford, Jessa               Montana                  1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 
        P    O    O    O  XXX 
  6 Whyte, Angela                Unattached               1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
        P    P    O  XXX 
  7 Robinson, Amanda             Idaho                   J1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
        P   XO    O  XXX 
  8 Cox, Lindsey                 Western Washingt        J1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
        O   XO  XXO  XXX 
  9 Chuter, Taryn                Montana                  1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 
       XO    O  XXX 
 10 Montgomery, Natasha          Washington St.          J1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.45 1.50 1.55 
        O   XO  XXX 
 11 Printz, Mary                 Northwest Nazare         1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.45 1.50 
        O  XXX 
 -- VanZanten, Kara              Northwest U.                NH            
1.45
      XXX 
 -- Hettman, Kelsey              Northwest Nazare            NH            
1.45




 NCAA Region: $ 3.80m                                                          
 Meet Record: + 4.25m  2006        Tamara Diles, WSU                           
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Owen, Melinda                Idaho                    4.01m$  13-01.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 4.01 
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXO 
  2 Dahlgren, K.C.               Idaho                    3.80m$  12-05.50 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 4.01 
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX 
  3 Diles, Tamara                Palouse Hills Tr        J3.80m$  12-05.50 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 4.01 
        P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
  4 Wechsler, Anya               Montana                  3.50m   11-05.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P   XO    O    O  XXX 
  5 Anderson, Monica             Seattle Pacific         J3.50m   11-05.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P   XO    O  XXX 
  6 Bolton, Jennifer             Spokane CC              J3.50m   11-05.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    O    O   XO  XXX 
  7 Mays, Kendall                Washington St.          J3.50m   11-05.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P    O  XXO  XXX 
  8 Taylor, Ashley               Montana                  3.35m   10-11.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 
        P   XO    O  XXX 
  9 Weissert, Cayla              Eastern Oregon          J3.35m   10-11.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 
        O  XXO   XO  XXX 
 10 Lundsten, Tracie             Seattle Pacific         J3.35m   10-11.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 
        P   XO  XXO  XXX 
 11 Fuller, Jessica              Washington St.           3.20m   10-06.00 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 
        P    O  XXX 
 12 Clarke, Camille              Western Washingt        J3.20m   10-06.00 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 
       XO    O  XXX 
 13 Miller, Christy              Western Washingt        J3.20m   10-06.00 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 
        O   XO  XXX 
 14 Usabel, MJ                   Northwest Nazare         3.05m   10-00.00 
     3.05 3.20 
        O  XXX 
 14 Printz, Mary                 Northwest Nazare         3.05m   10-00.00 
     3.05 3.20 
        O  XXX 
 14 Rice, Kristi                 Northwest Nazare         3.05m   10-00.00 
     3.05 3.20 
        O  XXX 
 14 Nicholas, Chelsea            Washington St.           3.05m   10-00.00 
     3.05 3.20 
        O  XXX 
 18 Paul-Bowdin, Tenley          Eastern Oregon          J3.05m   10-00.00 
     3.05 3.20 
       XO  XXX 
 -- Ehlers, Sara                 Western Washingt            NH            
3.05
      XXX 
 -- Axtell, April                Spokane CC                  NH            
3.05
      XXX 
 -- Gordillo, Luz                Treasure Valley             NH            
3.05
      XXX 
 -- Stone, Julie                 Western Washingt            NH            
3.05
      XXX 
 -- Elzinga, Karina              Northwest Nazare            NH            
3.05
      XXX 
 -- Ziegler, Erica               Western Washingt            NH            
3.05




 NCAA Region: $ 6.00m                                                          
 Meet Record: + 6.31m  2000        Agneta Rosenblad, WSU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Nettey, Sabrina              Unattached               5.68m  -1.8  18-07.75 
     5.48m(-1.7) FOUL(NWI) 5.52m(-1.2) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 5.68m(-1.8)
  2 Schuetzle, Catie             Washington St.           5.57m  -1.4  18-03.25 
     5.57m(-1.4) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 5.30m(-2.4)
  3 Aikins, Amber                Montana                  5.11m  -2.0  16-09.25 
     4.46m(-3.0) 5.11m(-2.0) 4.47m(-2.6) FOUL(NWI) 5.01m(-2.2) 5.04m(-1.4)
  4 Abersfeller, Natalie         Spokane CC               5.04m  -2.0  16-06.50 
     5.04m(-2.0) 4.87m(-1.7) 4.55m(-3.2) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)
  5 Goodman, Lindsay             Idaho                    4.99m  -2.4  16-04.50 
     FOUL(-0.9) 4.92m(-2.1) 4.99m(-2.4) 4.76m(-1.5) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)
  6 Collins, Darcy               Idaho                    4.98m  -1.6  16-04.25 
     4.87m(-1.2) 4.98m(-1.6) 4.81m(-1.8) 4.56m(-1.2) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)
  7 Mallory, Ren                 Spokane CC               4.94m  -1.2  16-02.50 
     4.94m(-1.2) 4.68m(-2.7) 4.57m(-2.1) 4.47m(-1.8) 4.75m(-1.4) 4.65m(-3.3)
  8 Miller, Christy              Western Washingt         4.89m   NWI  16-00.50 
     FOUL(NWI) 4.89m(NWI) 4.84m(-1.6) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)
  9 Henderson, Mallory           Montana                  4.77m  -3.1  15-07.75 
     4.77m(-3.1) 4.75m(-1.5) 4.69m(-1.5)           
 10 Morrison, Lydia              Western Washingt         4.42m  -1.3  14-06.00 
     4.21m(-1.5) 4.24m(-1.1) 4.42m(-1.3)           
 11 Butler, Gail                 Western Washingt         4.37m  -1.9  14-04.00 




 NCAA Region: $ 12.32m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 12.36m  2003        Blessing Ufodiama, WSU                     
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Burns, Sarah                 Washington St.          12.54m+  0.3  41-01.75 
     FOUL(1.9) 12.54m(0.3) 12.40m(0.6) 12.33m(NWI) 12.39m(1.3) 12.35m(1.4)
  2 Gardner, Kaylee              Washington St.          12.11m   1.1  39-08.75 
     11.80m(1.9) 11.98m(1.3) FOUL(-0.5) 12.11m(1.1) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI)
  3 Schuetzle, Catie             Washington St.          11.94m   1.5  39-02.25 
     11.94m(1.5) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 11.52m(1.5) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI)
  4 Aikins, Amber                Montana                 11.13m   1.1  36-06.25 
     11.13m(1.1) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 10.74m(+0.0) 11.00m(NWI) 11.06m(0.4)
  5 Kling, Emily                 Idaho                   10.92m   0.5  35-10.00 
     FOUL(NWI) 10.02m(0.3) 10.92m(0.5) FOUL(NWI) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)
  6 Miller, Christy              Western Washingt        10.83m  +0.0  35-06.50 
     10.35m(+0.0) 10.35m(1.5) 10.83m(+0.0) FOUL(NWI) 10.37m(0.4) 10.68m(-0.3)
  7 Halsen, Allysen              Eastern Washingt        10.39m   1.7  34-01.25 
     10.39m(1.7) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 10.12m(-0.4)
  8 Morrison, Lydia              Western Washingt        10.37m   1.0  34-00.25 
     FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 10.37m(1.0) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI)
  9 Loscutoff, Alexa             Eastern Oregon           9.64m   0.3  31-07.50 




 NCAA Region: $ 14.30m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 14.92m  2003        Georgette Reed, Athletics Alberta          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Garberg, McKenzie            Washington St.          14.72m$  48-03.50 
      14.32m  14.48m  14.47m  FOUL  FOUL  14.72m
  2 Bothum, Mykael               Idaho                   14.20m   46-07.25 
      FOUL  14.20m  14.08m  FOUL  14.02m  14.07m
  3 Zita, Jessica                Washington St.          13.76m   45-01.75 
      13.23m  13.61m  13.27m  13.72m  13.76m  13.54m
  4 Effertz, Abbey               Montana                 13.23m   43-05.00 
      FOUL  13.23m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Odell, Kelly                 Montana                 12.82m   42-00.75 
      11.85m  12.82m  FOUL  FOUL  11.37m  FOUL
  6 Zappe, Cortney               Spokane CC              12.56m   41-02.50 
      12.37m  11.31m  12.20m  12.01m  12.56m  12.42m
  7 Hutchinson, Corissa          Spokane CC              12.26m   40-02.75 
      11.84m  12.26m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  11.80m
  8 Pickler, Julie               Washington St.          12.23m   40-01.50 
      12.14m  12.02m  12.23m           
  9 Brown, Sarah                 Unattached              12.03m   39-05.75 
      11.97m  FOUL  12.03m  11.52m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Barnett, Anne                Idaho                   12.00m   39-04.50 
      11.42m  11.59m  12.00m           
 11 Williams, Brittany           Montana                 11.87m   38-11.50 
      11.84m  11.86m  11.87m           
 12 Ulmer, Tiffany               Eastern Oregon          11.71m   38-05.00 
      11.47m  FOUL  11.71m           
 13 Afoa, Shaina                 Central Washingt        11.47m   37-07.75 
      11.47m  FOUL  FOUL           
 14 Whyte, Angela                Unattached              11.30m   37-01.00 
      11.00m  FOUL  11.30m           
 15 Scherer, Becky               Central Washingt        11.28m   37-00.25 
      10.89m  11.28m  FOUL           
 16 Carroll, Amy                 Northwest Nazare        11.26m   36-11.50 
      11.26m  FOUL  FOUL           
 17 Carter, Kenzie               Spokane CC              10.77m   35-04.00 
      10.77m  10.75m  FOUL            
 18 Nash, Mary Beth              Eastern Oregon          10.30m   33-09.50 
      10.30m  FOUL               
 19 Johnson, Sarah               Western Washingt        10.14m   33-03.25 
      FOUL  10.14m x             
 20 Rance, Erica                 Western Washingt         9.61m   31-06.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  9.61m           
 21 Harshberger, Trisha          Eastern Oregon           9.45m   31-00.00 
      FOUL  9.45m x             
 22 Coble, Lacy                  Eastern Oregon           8.66m   28-05.00 
      8.66m  FOUL               
 23 Peoples, Sarah               Northwest U.             7.22m   23-08.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  7.22m            
 24 McCall, Amie                 Treasure Valley          7.07m   23-02.50 
      7.07m    x             
 -- Judd, Jocelyn                Northwest Nazare          FOUL            




 NCAA Region: $ 47.30m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 54.12m  2001        Andrea Thornton, WSU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Garberg, McKenzie            Washington St.          48.68m$    159-08 
      46.39m  48.68m  47.46m  FOUL  47.37m  48.15m
  2 Bothum, Mykael               Idaho                   45.18m     148-03 
      43.63m  43.30m  FOUL  43.42m  44.53m  45.18m
  3 Hutchinson, Corissa          Spokane CC              44.14m     144-10 
      44.14m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  42.82m  43.39m
  4 Effertz, Abbey               Montana                 43.17m     141-08 
      FOUL  40.64m  42.70m  40.93m  43.17m  FOUL
  5 Zita, Jessica                Washington St.          42.68m     140-00 
      38.91m  FOUL  39.30m  42.68m  42.54m  39.63m
  6 Scherer, Becky               Central Washingt        40.45m     132-08 
      40.45m  36.40m  38.23m  36.41m  37.50m  FOUL
  7 Kirley-Price, Erika          Eastern Washingt        40.01m     131-03 
      FOUL  FOUL  40.01m  FOUL  38.51m  38.56m
  8 Ulmer, Tiffany               Eastern Oregon          39.61m     129-11 
      33.33m  37.05m  39.61m  FOUL  FOUL  38.01m
  9 Rance, Erica                 Western Washingt        37.45m     122-10 
      FOUL  37.45m  FOUL           
 10 Bortz, Stephanie             Unattached              37.12m     121-09 
      34.19m  37.12m  35.91m           
 11 Williams, Brittany           Montana                 36.93m     121-02 
      36.35m  36.93m               
 12 Afoa, Shaina                 Central Washingt        36.67m     120-04 
      34.86m     36.67m           
 13 Carroll, Amy                 Northwest Nazare        35.71m     117-02 
      29.69m  35.71m  FOUL           
 14 Zappe, Cortney               Spokane CC              35.61m     116-10 
      35.61m  FOUL  33.39m           
 15 Amy, Nakita                  Unattached              34.83m     114-03 
      31.19m  34.83m  FOUL           
 15 Harshberger, Trisha          Eastern Oregon          34.83m     114-03 
      34.83m  33.57m  FOUL           
 17 Bortz, Bethany               Eastern Oregon          33.19m     108-11 
      30.35m     33.19m           
 18 Nash, Mary Beth              Eastern Oregon          32.80m     107-07 
      32.80m  FOUL x             
 19 Coble, Lacy                  Eastern Oregon          31.40m     103-00 
      31.40m  FOUL               
 20 Breighner, Marcie            Northwest Nazare        31.07m     101-11 
      31.07m  FOUL  FOUL           
 21 Odell, Kelly                 Montana                 29.89m      98-01 
      FOUL  29.89m  FOUL           
 22 Taylor, Katie                Western Washingt        29.35m      96-03 
      29.35m    x             
 23 Johnson, Sarah               Western Washingt        26.99m      88-06 
      26.99m                 
 -- Luckenbach, Nicole           Unattached                FOUL            




 NCAA Region: $ 54.15m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 62.33m  2002        Andrea Thornton, Unattached                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Garberg, McKenzie            Washington St.          59.37m$    194-09 
      59.20m  59.37m  59.27m  57.77m  58.48m  58.61m
  2 Kirley-Price, Erika          Eastern Washingt        46.78m     153-06 
      FOUL  46.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Williams, Brittany           Montana                 46.52m     152-07 
      43.20m  46.52m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Bortz, Stephanie             Unattached              46.36m     152-01 
      46.36m  FOUL  FOUL  44.01m  44.06m  43.75m
  5 Luckenbach, Nicole           Unattached              46.03m     151-00 
      46.03m  FOUL  FOUL  43.02m  44.78m  FOUL
  6 Carroll, Aimee               Eastern Washingt        45.13m     148-01 
      FOUL  41.04m  45.13m  44.62m  44.65m  43.28m
  7 Bowman, Hannah               Northwest Nazare        44.88m     147-03 
      FOUL  42.99m  44.88m  43.08m  FOUL  40.16m
  8 Danielson, Amy               Unattached              43.78m     143-08 
      43.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  41.73m  38.00m
  9 Taylor, Katie                Western Washingt        43.43m     142-06 
      FOUL  39.39m  43.43m           
 10 Zita, Jessica                Washington St.          42.11m     138-02 
      42.11m  40.92m  FOUL         
 11 Harshberger, Trisha          Eastern Oregon          40.30m     132-03 
      FOUL  40.30m  40.11m           
 12 McWeeny, Alison              Central Washingt        40.17m     131-09 
      40.09m  40.17m  39.23m           
 13 Little, Courtney             Northwest Nazare        39.75m     130-05 
      39.44m  39.75m  39.35m           
 14 Nash, Mary Beth              Eastern Oregon          37.16m     121-11 
      FOUL  37.16m  FOUL           
 15 Rempel, Erika                Northwest Nazare        37.02m     121-05 
      FOUL     37.02m           
 16 Effertz, Abbey               Montana                 36.87m     120-11 
      FOUL  FOUL  36.87m         
 17 Rance, Erica                 Western Washingt        35.94m     117-11 
      35.94m  FOUL  FOUL           
 18 Judd, Jocelyn                Northwest Nazare        35.92m     117-10 
      FOUL     35.92m           
 19 Ulmer, Tiffany               Eastern Oregon          35.44m     116-03 
      35.44m  30.14m  FOUL           
 20 Carter, Kenzie               Spokane CC              34.83m     114-03 
      34.83m  FOUL  FOUL           
 21 Neuman, Missy                Spokane CC              34.14m     112-00 
      FOUL  FOUL  34.14m           
 22 Coble, Lacy                  Eastern Oregon          31.29m     102-08 
      31.29m  FOUL  FOUL           
 23 Bortz, Bethany               Eastern Oregon          29.58m      97-00 
      FOUL     29.58m           
 -- Amy, Nakita                  Unattached                FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 -- Carroll, Amy                 Northwest Nazare          FOUL            




 NCAA Region: $ 43.45m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 45.59m  2002        Sarah Fischer, Idaho                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Pighin, Brooke               Unattached              46.11m+    151-03 
      46.11m  FOUL  44.08m  43.49m  45.16m  42.10m
  2 Barnes, Molly                Seattle Pacific         44.88m$    147-03 
      44.88m  41.45m  38.43m           
  3 Buehler, Kate                Idaho                   43.30m     142-01 
      38.95m  43.30m  41.32m  FOUL  41.54m  41.99m
  4 McCormack, Jasmine           Washington St.          42.97m     141-00 
      42.08m  42.97m  40.80m  41.57m  42.32m  FOUL
  5 Pickler, Diana               Washington St.          42.24m     138-07 
      41.24m  41.41m  FOUL  FOUL  41.04m  42.24m
  6 Gruszecki, Monica            Western Washingt        41.58m     136-05 
      41.58m  FOUL  37.94m  37.07m  38.19m  37.39m
  7 Whyte, Angela                Unattached              40.67m     133-05 
      37.88m  40.67m  37.63m  37.65m  37.88m  39.55m
  8 Knuths, Candace              Idaho                   39.84m     130-08 
      39.84m  37.95m  37.10m  37.56m  36.75m  36.87m
  9 Barnett, Anne                Idaho                   39.26m     128-10 
      38.08m  39.26m  37.79m           
 10 DeBoot, Grace                Eastern Oregon          37.29m     122-04 
      32.93m  37.29m  FOUL           
 11 Howe, Liz                    Western Washingt        35.93m     117-10 
      FOUL  33.43m  35.93m           
 12 Baker, Leslie                Spokane CC              34.51m     113-03 
      33.75m  FOUL  34.51m           
 13 Ulmer, Tiffany               Eastern Oregon          34.47m     113-01 
      32.75m  34.39m  34.47m           
 14 Bolton, Jennifer             Spokane CC              34.22m     112-03 
      34.22m  FOUL  FOUL           
 15 McWeeny, Alison              Central Washingt        33.66m     110-05 
      33.66m  FOUL  FOUL           
 16 Robinson, Amanda             Idaho                   29.57m      97-00 
      FOUL  29.57m  FOUL           
 17 Elwell, Sarah                Northwest Nazare        28.37m      93-01 
      FOUL  FOUL  28.37m           
 18 Burt, Molly                  Idaho                   25.98m      85-03 
      FOUL  FOUL  25.98m           
 19 Dick, Mandi                  Northwest Nazare        22.11m      72-06 
      FOUL  22.11m  FOUL           
 -- Loscutoff, Alexa             Eastern Oregon            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 -- Peoples, Sarah               Northwest U.              FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 
Men 100 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 10.50                                                          
 Meet Record: + 10.37  2003        Bennie Chatman, WSU                         
                       Joubert, Ogbeide, Burroughs, Olobia               
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Adebayo, Deji                Spokane CC               10.61   0.6  2 
  2 Robertson, Jaycee            Washington St.           10.72   0.6  2 
  3 Mimoun, Benjamin             Idaho                    10.97   0.6  2 
  4 Moody, Rickey                Washington St.           11.17   0.6  2 
  5 James, Sadiki                Washington St.           11.33   0.6  2 
  6 Schmidt, Nathan              Eastern Oregon           11.51  +0.0  1 
  7 Lam, Jason                   Unattached               11.60  +0.0  1 
  8 Somers, Bryan                Montana                  11.61  +0.0  1 
  9 Jewell, Ryan                 Seattle Pacific          11.64  +0.0  1 
 10 Wilson, Dennis               Northwest U.             11.67  +0.0  1 
 11 Truman, Gary                 Unattached               11.69  +0.0  1 
 12 White, Shay                  Treasure Valley          11.75   0.6  2 
 13 Daltoso, Brian               St. Martin's             12.35  +0.0  1 
 
Men 200 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 21.19                                                          
 Meet Record: + 21.22  2003        Anthony Buchanan, WSU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Mimoun, Benjamin             Idaho                    21.69  +0.0  3 
  2 Woods, Brian                 Washington St.           21.84  +0.0  3 
  3 Williams, Brian              Washington St.           22.26   1.8  2 
  4 James, Sadiki                Washington St.           22.94  +0.0  3 
  5 Yousfi, Driss                Unattached               23.01  +0.0  3 
  6 Senn, Ryan                   Montana                  23.02  +0.0  1 
  7 Schmidt, Nathan              Eastern Oregon           23.03  +0.0  3 
  8 Wheeler, Eddie               Northwest Nazare         23.11  +0.0  3 
  9 Bostock, Casey               Northwest U.             23.16  +0.0  3 
 10 Hamm, Greg                   Northwest Nazare         23.24  +0.0  1 
 11 Jewell, Ryan                 Seattle Pacific          23.46  +0.0  3 
 12 White, Shay                  Treasure Valley          23.72  +0.0  1 
 13 Truman, Gary                 Unattached               23.77   1.8  2 
 14 Dimond, Corey                Central Washingt         23.78   1.8  2 
 15 Wilson, Dennis               Northwest U.             23.97  +0.0  1 
 16 Gundel, Andy                 Central Washingt         24.06   1.8  2 
 17 Blain, Tom                   Northwest Nazare         24.19   1.8  2 
 18 Dye, Alex                    Western Washingt         24.37   1.8  2 
 Men 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 47.20                                                          
 Meet Record: + 47.27  2002        Christopher Tyler, Athletics Alberta        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Cassleman, John              Washington St.           48.04   4 
  2 Whitehead, Marcus            Unattached               48.05   4 
  3 Woods, Brian                 Washington St.           48.31   4 
  4 Yousfi, Driss                Unattached               48.63   4 
  5 Lane, Matt                   Eastern Oregon           49.48   4 
  6 Ward, Mitch                  Northwest Nazare         50.39   3 
  7 Senn, Ryan                   Montana                  50.53   3 
  8 Russell, Kane                Montana                  50.68   3 
  9 Reed, Jimmy                  Northwest U.             50.78   2 
 10 Wheeler, Eddie               Northwest Nazare         51.03   2 
 11 Johnson, Carl                Western Washingt         51.07   2 
 12 Gerry, Bryan                 St. Martin's             51.57   3 
 13 Gundel, Andy                 Central Washingt         51.96   2 
 14 Edwards, Travoy              Treasure Valley          52.08   1 
 15 Inge, Jerome                 Northwest U.             52.14   1 
 16 Dimond, Corey                Central Washingt         52.43   1 
 17 Leschber, Adam               Idaho                    52.63   2 
 18 Sanon, Jose                  Spokane CC               52.84   3 
 19 Hawker, Evan                 Treasure Valley          53.45   1 
 20 Gaona, Richard               Treasure Valley          53.71   1 
 21 Solomon, Danny               Treasure Valley          54.08   1 
 22 Dye, Alex                    Western Washingt         55.46   1 
 23 Gardner, Dallas              Treasure Valley          56.43   1 
 
Men 800 Meter Run
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 1:50.40                                                        
 Meet Record: + 1:49.28  2002        Japheth Kimutai, Puma                     
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Flaherty, Ryan               Montana                1:52.53  
  2 Cameron, Will                Western Washingt       1:56.88  
  3 Lemenager, Luke              Washington St.         1:57.07  
  4 Jones, Andrew                Washington St.         1:57.30  
  5 Cisneros, Cordero            Spokane CC             1:57.46  
  6 Lampi, Kyle                  Western Washingt       1:57.67  
  7 Ayume, Asiki                 St. Martin's           1:58.17  
  8 Mavis, Anders                Western Washingt       1:59.13  
  9 Grimes, Bennett              Western Washingt       2:00.27  
 10 Bloom, Mac                   Montana                2:01.28  
 11 Shelton, Austin              Unattached             2:01.47  
 12 Clark, Sean                  Montana                2:02.23  
 13 Aguirre, John                Eastern Oregon         2:02.27  
 14 Heath, Zach                  Eastern Oregon         2:03.23  
 15 Grey, Kyle                   Northwest Nazare       2:03.56  
 16 Vipham, Michael              Treasure Valley        2:06.13  
 17 Beck, Brandon                Unattached             2:12.29  
 18 McCusker, Andrew             Eastern Oregon         2:14.20  
 19 Benson, Doug                 Eastern Oregon         2:15.48  
 20 DeSimone, Greg               Northwest Nazare       2:17.27  
 -- Concha, Chris                Washington St.             DNF  
 -- Roberts, Jake                Spokane CC                 DNF  
 -- Brands, Dennis               Montana                    DNF  
 
Men 1500 Meter Run
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 3:47.80                                                        
 Meet Record: + 3:48.62  2002        Kip Kangogo, Athletics Alberta            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Heath, Zach                  Eastern Oregon         3:59.21  
  2 Ahlbeck, Sam                 Washington St.         3:59.46  
  3 Goulet, Adam                 Eastern Oregon         3:59.91  
  4 Roberts, Jake                Spokane CC             4:01.80  
  5 Grimes, Bennett              Western Washingt       4:01.99  
  6 Chad, Meis                   Seattle Pacific        4:03.57  
  7 Bloom, Mac                   Montana                4:03.94  
  8 Cisneros, Cordero            Spokane CC             4:03.95  
  9 Gatbunton, Josh              St. Martin's           4:04.63  
 10 Cummings, Charles            Spokane CC             4:05.89  
 11 Brands, Dennis               Montana                4:06.32  
 12 Williams, Chris              Washington St.         4:07.44  
 13 Rapp, Tyler                  Spokane CC             4:08.40  
 14 Molinaro, Gabe               Northwest U.           4:08.73  
 15 Potratz, Steve               Idaho                  4:10.09  
 16 Harmon, Blake                Spokane CC             4:11.07  
 17 Benson, Doug                 Eastern Oregon         4:11.09  
 18 Tuwei, Eric                  Lewis-Clark            4:14.28  
 19 Clark, Seth                  Northwest Nazare       4:16.18  
 20 Stout, Noah                  Gonzaga                4:16.67  
 21 Burck, Eric                  Spokane CC             4:17.52  
 22 Vipham, Michael              Treasure Valley        4:18.05  
 23 Lampshire, Cory              Western Washingt       4:24.66  
 24 Carmichael, Weston           Treasure Valley        4:25.56  
 25 Hetrick, Hank                Northwest Nazare       4:29.88  
 26 Grey, Kyle                   Northwest Nazare       4:31.66  
 27 Bedell, Sam                  Western Washingt       4:32.88  
 28 DeSimone, Greg               Northwest Nazare       4:45.89  
 -- Lambert, Kevin               Northwest Nazare           DNF  
 -- Concha, Chris                Washington St.             DNF  
 -- Phillips, Daniel             Western Washingt           DNF  
 -- Hermann, Eli                 Montana                    DNF  
 -- Hantau, Calin                Lewis-Clark                DNF  
 
Men 3000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
 Meet Record: + 8:39.22  2005        Ryan Freimuth, WSU                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Fuller, Andrew               Unattached             8:40.94  
  2 Geib, Daniel                 Unattached             8:50.45  
  3 Colby, Litzenberger          Gonzaga                8:54.72  
  4 Galbraith, Aaron             Lewis-Clark            8:59.59  
  5 Peters, Andy                 Northwest Nazare       9:06.33  
  6 Gimpel, Steven               Montana                9:06.67  
  7 Medhaug, Blake               Western Washingt       9:09.37  
  8 Ramirez, Adrian              Lewis-Clark            9:12.20  
  9 Ellis, Peter                 Western Washingt       9:13.44  
 10 Lambert, Kevin               Northwest Nazare       9:25.15  
 11 Santman, Ken                 Gonzaga                9:28.85  
 12 Clark, Seth                  Northwest Nazare       9:30.36  
 13 Mendoza, Eric                Gonzaga                9:31.62  
 14 Swanson, Patrick             Northwest U.           9:32.73  
 15 Stelzer, Chris               Unattached             9:38.00  
 16 Thissell, Kenny              Eastern Oregon         9:40.60  
 17 Hetrick, Hank                Northwest Nazare       9:54.18  
 18 Perkins, Nate                Western Washingt      10:22.44  
 -- Carmichael, Weston           Treasure Valley            DNF  
 -- Walker, Klamath              Treasure Valley            DNF  
 Men 110 Meter Hurdles
===============================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 14.30                                                          
 Meet Record: + 13.80  2001        Arend Watkins, WSU                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Williams, Robert             Washington St.           14.30$ -0.3  2 
  2 Nelson, Andy                 Spokane CC               15.07   1.2  1 
  3 Mosbacher, Chris             Montana                  15.19  -0.3  2 
  4 Bowery, Landon               Montana                  15.26  -0.3  2 
  5 Somers, Bryan                Montana                  15.35   1.2  1 
  6 Schauble, Kyle               Washington St.           15.36  -0.3  2 
  7 Williams, Elvie              Unattached               15.71   1.2  1 
  8 Parrish, Curtis              Spokane CC               16.02  -0.3  2 
  9 Grewe, Josh                  Northwest Nazare         16.05   1.2  1 
 10 Poosri, Tyreil               Spokane CC               16.15   1.2  1 
 11 Ohmes, Lucas                 Eastern Oregon           16.36  -0.3  2 
 12 Wargo, Ben                   Western Washingt         16.36   1.2  1 
 13 Moen, Kevin                  Western Washingt         16.48  -0.3  2 
 14 Silver, Grant                Northwest Nazare         16.75   1.2  1 
 15 Cloud, Dustin                Treasure Valley          17.15   1.2  1 
 
Men 400 Meter Hurdles
==========================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 52.51                                                          
 Meet Record: + 51.61  2003        Eric Dudley, WSU                            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Williams, Robert             Washington St.           53.54   3 
  2 Mosbacher, Chris             Montana                  55.49   2 
  3 Wargo, Ben                   Western Washingt         55.49   2 
  4 Schauble, Kyle               Washington St.           55.68   1 
  5 Bowery, Landon               Montana                  55.72   3 
  6 Parrish, Curtis              Spokane CC               55.80   3 
  7 Miller, Adam                 Eastern Oregon           56.30   3 
  8 Grewe, Josh                  Northwest Nazare         56.61   3 
  9 Climer, Ben                  Seattle Pacific          56.86   2 
 10 Kirk, Joshua                 Central Washingt         56.99   2 
 11 Hanson, Mark                 Northwest Nazare         57.07   2 
 12 Browne, Ryan                 Eastern Oregon           57.25   3 
 13 Garry, Tasheen               Spokane CC               57.75   2 
 14 Somers, Bryan                Montana                  58.42   3 
 15 Schofield, Jimmy             Unattached               58.94   1 
 16 Silver, Grant                Northwest Nazare         59.38   2 
 17 Zayshly, Mark                Seattle Pacific        1:01.10   1 
 18 Nelson, Andy                 Spokane CC             1:01.72   1 
 19 Henderson, Paul              Seattle Pacific        1:02.80   1 
 -- Cloud, Dustin                Treasure Valley            DNF   1 
 
Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 9:07.00                                                        
 Meet Record: + 9:14.49  2000        Randy Reeder, Idaho State                 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Hermann, Eli                 Montana                9:25.46  
  2 Peters, Andy                 Northwest Nazare       9:28.84  
  3 Hart, Tyler                  Northwest U.           9:43.35  
  4 Laughlin, Derek              Idaho                  9:54.80  
  5 Ego, Josh                    Eastern Oregon         9:55.83  
  6 Smargiassi, Dominic          Washington St.         9:57.00  
  7 Starner, Cam                 Eastern Oregon         9:57.19  
  8 Riak, John                   St. Martin's          10:08.29  
  9 Blackburn, Troy              Eastern Oregon        10:14.28  
 10 Beck, Josh                   Western Washingt      10:17.65  
 11 Dean, Justin                 Eastern Oregon        10:24.44  
 12 Betz, Zach                   Montana               10:27.00  
 13 Obluck, Tris                 St. Martin's          10:33.75  
 14 Phillips, Ryan               Seattle Pacific       10:37.80  
 15 Lane, Zach                   Northwest Nazare      10:42.19  
 
Men 4x100 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 40.66                                                          
 Meet Record: + 39.81  2002        WSU, WSU                                    
                       Chatman, Henry, Cason, Buchanan                   
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Washington St.                                        40.98  
     1) Woods, Brian                    2) Williams, Robert               
     3) Williams, Brian                 4) Robertson, Jaycee              
  2 Spokane CC                                            42.43  
     1) Parrish, Curtis                 2) Adebayo, Deji                  
     3) Tyson, Dan                      4) Harmon, Blake                  
  3 Eastern Oregon                                        43.19  
     1) Schmidt, Nathan                 2) Lane, Matt                     
     3) Ohmes, Lucas                    4) Miller, Adam                   
  4 Northwest Nazarene                                    44.59  
     1) Blain, Tom                      2) Larson, Jerad                  
     3) Wheeler, Eddie                  4) Ward, Mitch                    
  5 Treasure Valley CC                                    44.67  
     1) Myers, Matt                     2) Solomon, Danny                 
     3) Gaona, Richard                  4) White, Shay                    
 
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
 NCAA Region: $ 3:10.00                                                        
 Meet Record: + 3:14.74  2000        Udy, Hurst, Knight, Renner, Idaho State   
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Washington St.                                      3:23.27  
     1) Woods, Brian                    2) Lemenager, Luke                
     3) Chambers, Justin                4) James, Sadiki                  
  2 Eastern Oregon                                      3:23.33  
     1) Miller, Adam                    2) Goulet, Adam                   
     3) Lane, Matt                      4) Hoppie, Chris                  
  3 Northwest Nazarene                                  3:25.03  
     1) Wheeler, Eddie                  2) Silver, Grant                  
     3) Ward, Mitch                     4) Hamm, Greg                     
  4 Spokane CC                                          3:26.69  
     1) Garry, Tasheen                  2) Sanon, Jose                    
     3) Adebayo, Deji                   4) Cisneros, Cordero              
  5 Western Washington                                  3:28.62  
     1) Wargo, Ben                      2) Lampi, Kyle                    
     3) Mavis, Anders                   4) Johnson, Carl                  
  6 Northwest U.                                        3:29.27  
     1) Bostock, Casey                  2) Hart, Tyler                    
     3) Inge, Jerome                    4) Reed, Jimmy                    
  7 Treasure Valley CC                                  3:37.29  
     1) Talbot, Kevin                   2) Solomon, Danny                 




 NCAA Region: $ 2.10m                                                          
 Meet Record: + 2.10m  2001        Matt Alverson, WSU                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Arrivey, Trent               Washington St.           2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 
        P    P    P    O   XO    O  XPP   XX 
  2 Swartz, Shawn                Coquitlam Cheeta        J2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    P    O    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  3 Eaton, Kyle                  Washington St.          J2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    P    P    O  XXO  XXO  XXX 
  4 Bailey, Cameron              Central Washingt         2.00m    6-06.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 
        P    P    O  XXO  XXO  XXX 
  5 Pflugrath, Brett             Northwest U.             1.95m    6-04.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 
        P    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  6 Praast, Stephen              Eastern Washingt         1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 
        P    O    O  XXX 
  6 Marler, Jonathan             Idaho                    1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 
        O    O    O  XXX 
  8 Mulvaney, Andy               Montana                 J1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 
        P   XO    O  XXX 
  9 Holmon, David                Idaho                   J1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 
        P    O  XXO  XXX 
 10 Talbot, Kevin                Treasure Valley         J1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 
        O  XXO  XXO  XXX 
 11 Covey, Chris                 Northwest Nazare         1.80m    5-10.75 
     1.80 1.85 
        O  XXX 
 -- Flora, Tyler                 Central Washingt            NH            
1.8
      XXX 
 -- Kintigh, Luke                Northwest U.                NH            
1.8
      XXX 
 -- Blain, Tom                   Northwest Nazare            NH            
1.8




 NCAA Region: $ 5.05m                                                          
 Meet Record: + 5.30m  2005        Tyson Byers, WSU                            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Byers, Tyson                 Washington St.           5.20m$  17-00.75 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 5.20 5.35 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
  2 Carillo, Beau                Spokane CC               4.60m   15-01.00 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O  XXX 
  2 Lucke, Bryan                 Western Washingt         4.60m   15-01.00 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O  XXX 
  4 Taylor, Vance                Unattached              J4.60m   15-01.00 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXO  XXX 
  5 Brown, DJ                    Washington St.           4.45m   14-07.25 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 
        P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
  6 Winters, Josh                Unattached              J4.45m   14-07.25 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 
        P    P    P    P    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  7 Schooley, Casey              Spokane CC               4.30m   14-01.25 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 
        P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX 
  8 Miller, Joel                 Unattached              J4.30m   14-01.25 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 
        P    P    P    O  XXO   XO  XXX 
  9 Snook, Ian                   Idaho                    4.15m   13-07.25 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 
        P    P    P    P    O  XXX 
 10 Rhoads, Josh                 Eastern Washingt        J4.15m   13-07.25 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 
        P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
 11 Tighe, David                 Idaho                    4.00m   13-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 
        P    P    P    O  XXX 
 12 Hoppie, Chris                Eastern Oregon          J4.00m   13-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 
        P    O   XO    O  XXX 
 13 Sneed, Andrew                Northwest Nazare        J4.00m   13-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 
        P    P    P   XO  XXX 
 14 Simpson, Mark                Montana                 J4.00m   13-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 
        P   XO   XO  XXO  XXX 
 15 Mello, Chris                 Eastern Oregon           3.85m   12-07.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        P    P    O  XXX 
 16 Chambers, Justin             Washington St.          J3.85m   12-07.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        P   XO    O  XXX 
 16 Moody, Rickey                Washington St.          J3.85m   12-07.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        P   XO    O  XXX 
 18 Tousley, Jack                Idaho                   J3.85m   12-07.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        P    O   XO  XXX 
 19 Blackstead, Justin           Northwest Nazare         3.70m   12-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 
        O   XO  XXX 
 20 Schauble, Kyle               Washington St.          J3.70m   12-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 
        P  XXO  XXX 
 -- Thornbrue, Tyler             Western Washingt            NH            
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Patee, Caleb                 Northwest Nazare            NH            
3.55
      XXX 
 -- Carpenter, Mike              Idaho                       NH            
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Van Wie, Peter               Idaho                       NH            
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        P    P    P  XXX 
 -- King, David                  Montana                     NH            
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 4.60 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Ohmes, Lucas                 Eastern Oregon              NH            
     3.55 3.70 
        P  XXX 
 -- Sanchez, Efrain              Eastern Washingt            NH            
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 




 NCAA Region: $ 7.34m                                                          
 Meet Record: + 7.53m  2000        Demetrius Murray, WSU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Moody, Rickey                Washington St.           7.16m   3.0  23-06.00 
     7.03m(4.6) 6.88m(-1.1) 6.83m(2.3) 6.88m(2.6) 6.94m(0.8) 7.16m(3.0)
  2 Williams, Elvie              Unattached               7.01m   1.6  23-00.00 
     6.84m(-0.8) 7.01m(1.6) 6.67m(1.0) 6.62m(1.6) 6.74m(-0.5) 6.67m(0.8)
  3 Schauble, Kyle               Washington St.           6.75m   0.5  22-01.75 
     FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 6.53m(1.8) 6.68m(1.1) 6.67m(2.3) 6.75m(0.5)
  4 Snook, Ian                   Idaho                    6.51m   1.1  21-04.25 
     6.43m(-2.0) 6.41m(2.0) 6.31m(1.6) 6.32m(1.0) 6.44m(3.9) 6.51m(1.1)
  5 Adebayo, Deji                Spokane CC               6.46m   3.3  21-02.50 
     6.27m(3.5) 6.46m(3.3) 6.12m(2.4)         
  6 Hoppie, Chris                Eastern Oregon           6.41m   2.6  21-00.50 
     6.14m(2.0) 6.41m(2.6) 6.19m(4.2) 6.10m(1.0) 6.34m(2.1) 6.33m(1.2)
  7 Low, Heath                   Idaho                    6.22m   2.1  20-05.00 
     6.06m(2.2) 6.07m(-0.5) 6.22m(2.1) 6.05m(1.1) 5.98m(2.5) 6.17m(1.2)
  8 Chambers, Justin             Washington St.           6.07m   1.6  19-11.00 
     6.07m(1.6) 5.81m(0.7) 5.97m(0.7)           
  9 Goodwin, Christian           Central Washingt         6.02m   2.0  19-09.00 
     5.98m(1.7) 5.86m(2.5) 6.02m(2.0)           
 10 Ohmes, Lucas                 Eastern Oregon           5.93m   1.3  19-05.50 
     FOUL(NWI) 5.93m(1.3) 5.63m(1.6)           
 11 Truman, Gary                 Unattached               5.90m   2.0  19-04.25 
     5.62m(-0.7) 5.90m(2.0) 5.88m(2.0)           
 -- Lam, Jason                   Unattached                FOUL   NWI           




 NCAA Region: $ 15.00m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 15.02m  2000        Tim Archer, Eastern Washington             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Zapata, Moreno               Washington St.          14.96m  -0.3  49-01.00 
     14.88m(-0.6) 14.96m(-0.3) 14.81m(0.3) 14.95m(NWI) 14.87m(-1.1) 14.90m(0.4)
  2 Holmon, David                Idaho                   14.52m  -0.9  47-07.75 
     14.24m(-0.3) 14.39m(0.3) 14.23m(+0.0) FOUL(NWI) 14.52m(-0.9) FOUL(NWI)
  3 Brady, Matt                  Idaho                   14.08m   NWI  46-02.50 
     13.98m(+0.0) 13.75m(0.7) 13.59m(-0.6) 13.62m(NWI) 13.89m(-1.7) 14.08m(NWI)
  4 Hamm, Greg                   Northwest Nazare        13.84m   0.5  45-05.00 
     FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) 13.84m(0.5) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) FOUL(NWI)
  5 Mosbacher, Chris             Montana                 13.56m  +0.0  44-06.00 
     FOUL(NWI) 13.35m(NWI) PASS(1.1) PASS(NWI) 13.56m(+0.0) FOUL(NWI)
  6 Williams, Kurt               Spokane CC              13.43m   0.3  44-00.75 
     12.52m(0.5) 13.07m(0.8) 13.43m(0.3) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI) PASS(NWI)
  7 Barnhart, Travis             Eastern Washingt        12.62m   0.3  41-05.00 
     12.36m(-0.4) 12.62m(0.3) 12.43m(2.7) 12.29m(0.3) 12.41m(+0.0) 12.26m(-1.7)
 -- Bailey, Cameron              Central Washingt          FOUL   NWI           
     FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI)           
 -- Goodwin, Christian           Central Washingt          FOUL   NWI           
     FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI)           
 -- Lam, Jason                   Unattached                FOUL   NWI           
     FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI) FOUL(NWI)           
 -- Gaddy, Nick                  Western Washingt          FOUL   NWI           




 NCAA Region: $ 16.80m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 19.50m  2001        Joachim Olsen, Idaho                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Stevens, Jake                Montana                 15.81m   51-10.50 
      FOUL  15.40m  15.81m  FOUL  FOUL  15.46m
  2 Hellekson, Chris             Montana                 15.34m   50-04.00 
      14.74m  15.02m  15.10m  FOUL  15.34m  15.27m
  3 Howard, Dave                 Spokane CC              14.99m   49-02.25 
      14.99m  FOUL  FOUL           
  4 Wheelhouse, Mitch            Eastern Oregon          14.83m   48-08.00 
      13.59m  FOUL  13.89m  13.84m  14.00m  14.83m
  5 Rosenau, Nate                Idaho                   14.59m   47-10.50 
      13.45m  14.57m  FOUL  13.65m  FOUL  14.59m
  6 Banning, Scott               Eastern Washingt        14.57m   47-09.75 
      14.57m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  14.09m
  7 Asher, Vic                   Washington St.          14.56m   47-09.25 
      14.50m  14.56m  FOUL  FOUL  13.80m  14.41m
  8 Lovik, Adam                  Unattached              14.54m   47-08.50 
      FOUL  14.54m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Barclay, Zach                Northwest Nazare        13.86m   45-05.75 
      12.18m  13.86m  13.62m           
 10 Varkevisser, Brandon         Western Washingt        13.50m   44-03.50 
      13.50m  13.42m  13.00m           
 11 Rogan, James                 Idaho                   13.49m   44-03.25 
      FOUL  13.48m  13.49m           
 12 Lawton, Nate                 Spokane CC              13.24m   43-05.25 
      12.73m  13.24m  FOUL           
 13 Heller, Cody                 Northwest Nazare        13.10m   42-11.75 
      11.91m  12.93m  13.10m           
 14 Ross, Josh                   Eastern Oregon          13.02m   42-08.75 
      12.22m  13.02m  12.80m           
 15 Elder, Ben                   Western Washingt        12.44m   40-09.75 
      12.44m  FOUL  FOUL           
 16 Dunten, Jason                Eastern Oregon          12.43m   40-09.50 
      FOUL  12.21m  12.43m           
 17 Fischer, Tyler               Central Washingt        12.33m   40-05.50 
      11.97m  12.33m  FOUL           
 18 Munsey, Andy                 Northwest Nazare        12.26m   40-02.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  12.26m           
 19 Lemieux, Kevin               Spokane CC              12.00m   39-04.50 
      11.65m  FOUL  12.00m           
 20 Frederick, Steven            Spokane CC              11.56m   37-11.25 
      FOUL  11.56m  FOUL           
 21 Johnson, Richard             Unattached              10.57m   34-08.25 
      10.57m  FOUL            
 22 Togstad, Adam                Spokane CC               9.56m   31-04.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  9.56m           
 23 Sheppard, Chris              Unattached               9.53m   31-03.25 
      9.53m  FOUL               
 24 Heisler, Tommy               Northwest U.             9.34m   30-07.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  9.34m           
 25 Aguirre, Jesse               Treasure Valley          8.14m   26-08.50 
      8.14m    x             
 -- Miller, Grant                Northwest Nazare          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 -- Johnson, Michael             Unattached                FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 -- Whitney, Beau                Idaho                     FOUL            




 NCAA Region: $ 51.70m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 58.80m  2000        Ian Waltz, WSU                             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Winger, Russ                 Unattached              58.98m+    193-06 
      58.98m  57.29m  56.84m  58.53m  57.68m  58.05m
  2 Whitney, Beau                Idaho                   47.15m     154-08 
      43.92m  47.15m  45.99m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Hellekson, Chris             Montana                 46.91m     153-11 
      44.26m  45.24m  46.91m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Rosenau, Nate                Idaho                   46.35m     152-01 
      43.92m  43.08m  44.64m  43.09m  46.35m  43.99m
  5 Rogan, James                 Idaho                   46.09m     151-02 
      44.41m  42.49m  FOUL  46.09m  41.95m  45.00m
  6 Whitley, Ron                 Unattached              45.06m     147-10 
      39.20m  41.24m  44.06m  45.06m  44.84m  44.70m
  7 Elder, Ben                   Western Washingt        43.81m     143-09 
      43.29m  FOUL  42.25m  FOUL  FOUL  43.81m
  8 Stevens, Jake                Montana                 43.70m     143-04 
      43.70m  42.59m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Lemieux, Kevin               Spokane CC              42.91m     140-09 
      42.89m  FOUL  42.91m           
 10 Moody, Rickey                Washington St.          42.82m     140-06 
      42.82m  FOUL  42.15m           
 11 Fischer, Tyler               Central Washingt        42.51m     139-06 
      FOUL  42.51m  FOUL           
 12 Miller, Grant                Northwest Nazare        42.16m     138-04 
      38.99m  40.26m  42.16m           
 13 Wheelhouse, Mitch            Eastern Oregon          41.87m     137-04 
      FOUL  41.87m  FOUL           
 14 Smith, Kahel                 Unattached              41.55m     136-04 
      41.55m  40.81m  FOUL           
 15 Heller, Cody                 Northwest Nazare        40.77m     133-09 
      37.24m  FOUL  40.77m           
 16 Lovik, Adam                  Unattached              40.63m     133-04 
      FOUL  40.63m  FOUL           
 17 Dunten, Jason                Eastern Oregon          40.54m     133-00 
      40.42m  40.54m  FOUL           
 18 Moser, Tony                  Unattached              40.17m     131-09 
      FOUL  40.17m  FOUL           
 19 Barclay, Zach                Northwest Nazare        37.62m     123-05 
      37.62m  36.24m               
 20 Stoner, Jesse                Spokane CC              37.61m     123-05 
      37.17m  36.23m  37.61m            
 21 Ostler, Mychal               Central Washingt        37.09m     121-08 
      36.23m  36.70m  37.09m            
 22 Howard, Dave                 Spokane CC              36.16m     118-08 
      FOUL  FOUL  36.16m            
 23 Sheppard, Chris              Unattached              36.14m     118-07 
      FOUL  36.14m  FOUL           
 24 Ross, Josh                   Eastern Oregon          35.99m     118-01 
      FOUL  FOUL  35.99m            
 25 Eaton, Alex                  Northwest Nazare        35.14m     115-03 
      35.14m                 
 26 Poe, Robert                  Northwest Nazare        33.57m     110-02 
      33.10m  33.57m               
 27 Frederick, Steven            Spokane CC              33.04m     108-05 
      FOUL  FOUL  33.04m            
 28 Lawton, Nate                 Spokane CC              32.58m     106-11 
      32.58m  32.08m  FOUL           
 29 Marvin, David                Northwest U.            32.27m     105-10 
      32.27m    x             
 30 Varkevisser, Brandon         Western Washingt        31.27m     102-07 
      31.27m    x             
 31 Milsap, Travis               Eastern Oregon          30.40m      99-09 
      30.40m     FOUL           
 32 MacArthur, Phil              Washington St.          29.69m      97-05 
      FOUL  FOUL  29.69m            
 33 Heisler, Tommy               Northwest U.            27.62m      90-07 
      FOUL  FOUL  27.62m            
 34 Kintigh, Luke                Northwest U.            25.92m      85-00 
      25.92m x  x             
 -- VanderWel, Doug              Western Washingt          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 -- Johnson, Michael             Unattached                FOUL            




 NCAA Region: $ 55.60m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 69.62m  2005        James Steacy, Team Alberta                 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Wauters, Matthew             Unattached              65.22m$    214-00 
  2 Mattox, Marcus               Unattached              61.36m$    201-04 
  3 Boling, Jacob                Idaho                   59.28m$    194-06 
  4 Winger, Russ                 Unattached              59.17m$    194-01 
  5 Bean, Curtis                 Montana                 57.50m$    188-08 
  6 MacArthur, Phil              Washington St.          55.96m$    183-07 
  7 Rogan, James                 Idaho                   53.44m     175-04 
  8 Lovik, Adam                  Unattached              52.40m     171-11 
  9 Mancuso, Chase               Washington St.          51.10m     167-08 
 10 Wood, Ben                    Idaho                   50.69m     166-04 
 11 Whitley, Ron                 Unattached              49.17m     161-04 
 12 Fischer, Tyler               Central Washingt        48.25m     158-04 
 13 Wheelhouse, Mitch            Eastern Oregon          47.68m     156-05 
 14 Lawton, Nate                 Spokane CC              47.03m     154-03 
 15 Lester, Andre                Eastern Washingt        46.57m     152-09 
 16 Irby, Cody                   Eastern Washingt        46.33m     152-00 
 17 Stoner, Jesse                Spokane CC              45.79m     150-03 
 18 Dunten, Jason                Eastern Oregon          43.81m     143-09 
 19 Barclay, Zach                Northwest Nazare        43.30m     142-01 
 20 Miller, Grant                Northwest Nazare        43.25m     141-11 
 21 Ostler, Mychal               Central Washingt        42.63m     139-10 
 22 Heller, Cody                 Northwest Nazare        41.84m     137-03 
 23 Munsey, Andy                 Northwest Nazare        39.62m     130-00 
 24 Milsap, Travis               Eastern Oregon          38.83m     127-05 
 25 Eaton, Alex                  Northwest Nazare        38.68m     126-11 
 26 Hellekson, Chris             Montana                 38.67m     126-10 
 27 Ross, Josh                   Eastern Oregon          37.96m     124-06 
 28 Elder, Ben                   Western Washingt        37.58m     123-03 
 29 Lemieux, Kevin               Spokane CC              37.43m     122-10 
 30 Poe, Robert                  Northwest Nazare        35.61m     116-10 
 31 Johnson, Michael             Unattached              35.44m     116-03 
 32 Johnson, Richard             Unattached              33.91m     111-03 
 33 Schaffer, Mike               Spokane CC              29.80m      97-09 
 34 McCarthy, Sean               Northwest Nazare        28.45m      93-04 




 NCAA Region: $ 61.60m                                                         
 Meet Record: + 68.64m  2000        Ryan Cole, Eastern Washington              
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Murray, Shae                 Unattached              72.42m+    237-07 
      72.42m  68.48m  72.42m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  2 Weidman, Ryan                BigfootTC               67.58m$    221-09 
      60.69m  67.58m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  65.30m
  3 Jeffreys, Jon                Washington St.          66.64m$    218-08 
      FOUL  65.92m  65.37m  61.68m  FOUL  66.64m
  4 Borland, Curt                Unattached              66.32m$    217-07 
      FOUL  62.20m  62.33m  59.98m  66.32m  63.97m
  5 McCormick, Pat               Spokane CC              65.84m$    216-00 
      65.83m  FOUL  FOUL  65.51m  65.84m  65.47m
  6 Nielsen, Kyle                Coquitlam Cheeta        65.59m$    215-02 
      60.45m  65.59m  62.45m  62.89m  PASS  PASS
  7 Torgison, Eamonn             Unattached              63.50m$    208-04 
      FOUL  FOUL  59.99m  60.91m  63.50m  60.77m
  8 Roshau, Paul                 Unattached              62.15m$    203-11 
      62.11m  62.15m  56.97m  FOUL  FOUL  57.00m
  9 Scott, Ryan                  Washington St.          59.71m     195-11 
      FOUL  57.99m  59.71m           
 10 Boss, Wade                   Montana                 57.48m     188-07 
      57.22m  57.48m  FOUL           
 11 Togstad, Adam                Spokane CC              56.48m     185-04 
      54.65m  56.48m  FOUL           
 12 Irby, Cody                   Eastern Washingt        56.42m     185-01 
      53.05m  56.42m  FOUL           
 13 Acock, Chad                  Central Washingt        56.19m     184-04 
      52.35m  56.19m  53.24m           
 14 Presby, Mark                 Unattached              55.39m     181-09 
      53.83m  54.29m  55.39m           
 15 Hook, Kyle                   Idaho                   54.66m     179-04 
      52.84m  52.52m  54.66m           
 16 Harris, Loren                Central Washingt        54.47m     178-08 
      54.47m  FOUL  FOUL           
 17 Herriman, Michael            Unattached              53.40m     175-02 
      53.26m  53.40m  FOUL           
 18 Beyer, Cole                  Montana                 53.31m     174-11 
      53.31m  51.78m  52.28m           
 19 Bailey, Lane                 Eastern Oregon          52.36m     171-09 
      FOUL  50.11m  52.36m           
 20 Howard, Dave                 Spokane CC              50.19m     164-08 
      46.07m  48.35m  50.19m           
 21 Pflugrath, Brett             Northwest U.            49.91m     163-09 
      49.91m  44.74m  46.80m           
 22 Smith, Kahel                 Unattached              48.46m     159-00 
      FOUL  48.46m  FOUL           
 23 Chambers, Justin             Washington St.          46.40m     152-03 
      43.00m  FOUL  46.40m           
 24 Simmons, Jason               Northwest Nazare        45.77m     150-02 
      45.31m  45.77m  FOUL           
 25 VanderWel, Doug              Western Washingt        44.47m     145-11 
      41.69m  44.22m  44.47m           
 26 Schauble, Kyle               Washington St.          43.95m     144-02 
      42.95m  FOUL  43.95m           
 27 Marvin, David                Northwest U.            43.61m     143-01 
      43.61m  FOUL  FOUL           
 28 Parrish, Curtis              Spokane CC              35.45m     116-04 
      FOUL  35.45m  FOUL           
 -- Fairchild, Nathaniel         Northwest Nazare          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
